
Abstract 

A meridian scanning photometer was designed for investigating the time and 
space variations of auroral luminosity. With the aid of the quick-scan auroral 
photometer data of more than 300 clear night hours recorded at Syowa Station, 
Antarctica (geomagnetic lat. 69.6° S, long. 77.1 °E), the following problems are 
studied : ( 1) space and time variation of auroral displays, (2) magnetic field 
variations associated with the space-time auroral displays, (3) relationships among 
auroras, magnetic field disturbance, magnetic pulsations, VLF hiss, VLF chorus 
and CNA during the course of substorms. 

Various kinds of morphological evidence obtained through the above investi
gations show that a polar substorm consists of the breakup phase and the post-
breakup phase. The breakup phase is characterized by a sudden intensification of 
·auroral arc(s) or band(s) and a rapid poleward movement of the intensified 
aurora(s) with speed of about 1 km/s (Breakup type aurora). The post-breakup 
phase is defined as diffused auroras or rays which still remain after the intense 
breakup type aurora(s) have passed away polewards (Post-breakup type aurora). 
Generally, the post-breakup aurora(s) move towards the equator side. 

A breakup type aurora is accompanied by a sharp pulsative geomagnetic 
disturbance (Breakup magnetic disturbance), while a post-breakup type aurora 
by a gradual negative bay-shape disturbance (Post-breakup magnetic disturbance). 
It seems that the sharp pulsative disturbance moves polewards together with 
the moving breakup aurora, while the gradual negative bay stays with the 
associated post-breakup aurora(s). Thus, the auroral electrojet can also be 
classified into AEJ-1, which is an intense and narrow electrojet moving together 
with the breakup aurora, and AEJ-2, which is a comparatively broad and weak 
electrojet associated with the post-breakup aurora(s). The auroral breakup 
phase is accompanied not only by a sharp pulsative geomagnetic disturbance 
but also by VLF hiss emissions, ULF emissions of PiB type and a sharp CNA 
phenomenon, while the post-breakup aurora is accompanied by a gradual geo
magnetic bay, a gradual, weak CNA, VLF chorus emissions and ULF emissions 
of PiC type. 

With reference to 'the space-time variations in auroras associated with 
geomagnetic perturbations at Syowa Station, an overall physical picture of 
dynamic auroral behaviors over the ·entire polar region is given, as a conclusion. 
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1. Introduction 

The auroras may be described as visible glows of varying shape, size and 
color and their behaviors seem infinitely variable in their details, but there is 
nevertheless a certain regularity. 

Up to the IGY-period, most of knowledge of the auroras was obtained from 
studies made with optical observations at many polar observatories throughout 
the world. HEPPNER (1954) has determined, on the basis of visual observa
tions at College, Alaska, the diurnal pattern of the auroral and magnetic varia
tions; namely, homogeneous or rayed arcs and positive magnetic disturb
ances in the evening hours, active auroral forms and large negative magnetic 
disturbances near midnight, and diffused or pulsating arcs or patches and nega
tive magnetic disturbance in the morning hours. During the IGY-period, the 
picture of the entire sky observable from one station was photographed every 
minute by the all-sky camera equipment. Detailed morphological studies of 
auroras were carried out by DA vrs (1 %2) and AKASOFU (1964) using the all-sky 
camera records obtained at many stations distributed over the polar region. 
The present knowledge of the auroral displays has been greatly developed by 
their works. DA vrs has made the systematic studies of the auroral motions and 
the associated magnetic variations, while AKAsoFu has established a world-wide 
pattern of auroral activity and the associated magnetic disturbance. This pattern 
has been called the auroral and magnetic substorm. 

Syowa Station (69° 00 1S, 39"351E) is located at lat. G9.6°S and long. 77.1 °E in 
the geomagnetic coordinates. Therefore, Syowa is one of the most suitable 
stations for the auroral observations. The observations for the upper atmos
phere physics research in 1967-68 at Syowa covered the following items: 

(a) Aurora: All-sky camera, auroral photometer for rapid variation of A 
4278 A, meridian scanning photometer (4278 A), VHF auroral radar. 

(b) Geomagnetism: 3-component flux-gate magnetometer, 3-component 
induction magnetometer, absolute magnetometer. 

(c) Ionosphere: Vertical ionosonde (f =400 kHz-15 MHz), riometer (f = 10, 
20, 30, 50 and 70 MHz). 

(d) VLF emission: Narrow band intensity recorder (f =0.75, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
12, 32, 64 and 128 kHz), chorus recorder (f =0.2--4 kHz). 

Based on the data of the systematic ground observations at Syowa Station, 
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the following problems will be specifically studied: (1) space and time variation 
of auroral displays, '(2) magnetic field variations associated with the space-time 
auroral displays, (3) relationships among auroras, magnetic field disturbance, 
magnetic pulsations, VLF hiss, VLF chorus and cosmic noise absorption during 
the course of substorms. Finally, taking the various kinds of morphological 
evidence obtained through these investigations into consideration, the charac
teristics of the polar substorm are reexamined and discussed. 
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2. Auroral Photometry along the Geomagnetic Meridian 

In the present study, the meridian time-diagram of auroral luminosity 
(auroral diagram) derived from the chart records of the meridian scanning 
photometer is adopted as the basic data of the auroral space-time variations. 
Outline of the geomagnetic meridian scanning photometer and a practical 
method of making the meridian time-diagrams of auroral luminosity are discussed 
in this section. 

2.1. Outline of instrument 
A meridian scanning photometer was designed for observing the time and 

space variations of the auroral luminosity (J 4278 A) (Fig. 1). A rotating mirror 
scans from the north to the south along a geomagnetic meridian. The scanning 
time of this photometer is 12 sec and the field of view is 5 ° along the meridian. 
In the auroral zone, it is desirable to measure the auroral luminosity from 0.1 
kR to a few tens of kR in 4278 A line (about 40-50 dB). Therefore, signals of 
the auroral luminosity are amplified by high, medium and low gain amplifiers 
and are separately registered on a 3-channel pen-recorder. 

Since the scanning photometer can measure the intensity of aurora which 
take place at least between zenith angle X=80 ° towards the north and X=80 ° 

towards the south along a geomagnetic meridian, the photometer can observe 
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Fzg. I. Block diagram of the comjJosztions of meridian scanning photometer 
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Direction of earth's rotation 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the possible 
region in which the meridian scanning 
photometer, operating at Syowa Station 
( ([)m = 69.6° S), can provide the data 
of the auroral occurrence. The geometry 
of the auroral oval under the moderately 
disturbed condition also is shown. 
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auroras occurring between ±Ll<p m latitude width from the observing point, 

where Ll<p=80 °-arcsin (o.985 R:h) with R=earth's radius and h=average height 

of auroral emission. If h is assumed to be 120 km, Ll<p becomes 4.8 °, whence the 
photometer can observe auroras from 520 km north to 520 km south. Since the 
geometry of the auroral oval in the night side is located approximately at geomag. 
lat. 70 ° with the latitude width of 10 ° under the moderately disturbed condition 
(AKAsoFu, 1968), the meridian scanning photometer, operating at Syowa Station 
(([)m �70° ), can provide practically a continuous time sequence of the distribution 
of auroral intensity in the night side auroral oval (Fig. 2). 

2.2. Meridian-time diagram of auroral luminosity (auroral diagram) 
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Fig. 3. Chart record obtained by the meridian scanning photometer. The 
square pulses at the bottom of the chart record indicate the zenith 
angle every ten degrees. 
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Fig. 1. The meridwn-time dwg1am.s of 
} 1278A auroras (auroral dia
grams) and simultaneous records 
of all-sky camera photographs 
f!f the auroras. The auroral 
diagram shown in the tojJ (A) 
illustrates the gross characten 
n.f the aU1oral ajJpearances 
through the night of July 10-11, 
l 9G7. But it is almost imjJos.1 ible 
to find out in the tojJ figure the 
sjHzce-tzme variations of each 
auroral arc or band dw mg the 
auroral substorm when auroras 
show ce1y drastic changes in 
their lumznosity and position. 
The auroral diagrams were 
drawn for the study nf the 
characteristics zn detail of the 
auroral dynamical display such 
as shown in the middle (B) and 
the bottom (C). The middle 
diagram shows the sudden bright
emng and the rajncl poleward 
(southward in the southern hemi
sphere) movement of an aw oral 
arc at the onset of an auroral 
substorm, and the bottom one 
illustrates the tyjncal equatorwarc! 
(northward ) movements of the 
auroral arcs before the onset of the 
auroral substorm. The contours 
are 1 kRfor the top and O .3kR for 
the middle and the bottom dia
grams. Orientation of the all
sky camera photographs: top is 
the geomagnetic south (poleward) 
and bottom is the north (equator
ward). Photographs are shown 
in negative. 
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Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the chart records obtained by the meridian 
scanning photometer. As mentioned above, signals of the auroral luminosity 
are separately registered on a pen-recorder with high, medium and low sen
sitivities. By this recording method, it is possible to make a reasonably accurate 
observation of the auroral luminosity in the intensity range from 0.1 kR to 10 kR. 

In the chart record shown in Fig. 3, it is observed that the brightening of 
auroral arcs or bands occurred at the zenith angle (x) of about 75 ° south from 
the observing point, and their luminosity changed very rapidly only for one 
minute. From these chart records of the scanning photometer, the meridian 
time-diagram of auroral luminosity can be derived. The intensity of auroral 
brightness is scaled for every 9 ° of the zenith angle (20 divisions from the 
south to north horizon). After arranging the scaled auroral intensities along 
a geomagnetic meridian (along the abscissa) as a function of time (along the 
ordinate), the iso-intensity contour lines of auroral brightness can be drawn. 
The diagrams, such as those shown in Fig. 4 for example, will be called 
the meridian-time diagram of auroral luminosity (auroral diagram). An im
portant factor in this diagram is concerned with its high resolving power with 
respect to time, because the changes of auroral intensity and position are so 
rapid that even the scanning period of 12 sec becomes insufficient for some 
rapidly changing auroras. 
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3. Structure of Auroral Substorm 

AKASOFU (1966) has pointed out that the first indication of the auroral sub
storm is a sudden brightening of the quiet arc lying in the midnight �ector of 
the auroral oval. Within a few minutes after the onset of the auroral substorm, 
the rayed arcs suddenly become active and show rapid poleward motions; this 
phenomenon is a so-called "auroral breakup". After this activity, the auroras 
in the form of a diffused surface or rays still remain over the whole sky. This 
stage is often ref erred to the "post-breakup phase". The structure of an isolated 
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Fig. 5. The meridian time-diagram oj ,{ 4278.A aurora (top) dunng the 
auroral substorm on July 11, 1967 at Syowa Station. The 
sirnultaneou:, all-sky camera photogra/dzs (middle) and the magnetll 
H-comjJOnent record (bottom) also are ,hown. In tills example, 
the brcakujJ jJha ,c of the auroral sub,torm would be from 00h30m 
to 00h52m and the j10,t-breakuj1 ji/iasr from 00h52m to about 03h00m. 
Orientation of all-sky camera Jihotograph,: bottom ll the geomog
netzc north, and right i1 the we,t. Photograph1 me 1hown w 
negatwe. The contour ut the auroral dwgram zs 1 kR. 
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auroral substorm, recognized by the meridian-time diagram of auroral luminosity 
obtained at Syowa, is generally consistent with the view given by AKASOFU. 

Fig. 5 shows the meridian-time diagram of auroral luminosity (top) together 
with the simultaneous all-sky camera photographs (middle) and magnetic record 
(bottom) during an auroral substorm observed on July 11, 1967 at Syowa Station. 
As seen in the auroral diagram, two arcs with the discrete structure showed 
sudden brightening at 00 h 30 m (UT)* (see also all-sky camera photograph). 
After lying quiet and motionless for 10 min or so, the intense polewardside 
one of the two arcs began to move polewards at 00 h 40 m with the speed of 
about 1 km/s. The movement of this arc was accompanied by a sharp drop in 
the magnetic H-component. Thereafter, another discrete arc, lying quietly in 
the northern part (equatorside) of the sky, suddenly began to move towards the 
pole at 00 h 46 m and within a few minutes after the beginning of its poleward 
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Fig. 6. The meridian-time diagram of A 4278A. auroras and simultaneous 

records of all-sky camera photographs of the auroras and the 
horizontal component of geomagnetic variation, observed at Syowa 
Station on Septembe r 1, 1967. In this e xample, the breakup 
phas e of the auroral substorm would be from 23h06m to 23h33m 
and the post-breakup phase from 23h33m to about OJ hOOm. 
Orientation of all-sky came ra photographs: bottom is the geomagne tic 
north and right is the west. Photographs are shown in negative. 
The contour in the auroral diagram is 1 kR. 

* Universal time (UT) and Geomagnetic local time (Geomag. LT) are nearly the same at 
Syowa Station. Therefore, universal time (UT) is adopted in this paper. 
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movement, the active aurora spread and blanketed the whole sky of the observ
ing station. At the same-time, a second sharp decrease was observable in the 
magnetic H-component. After these poleward travelings of the auroral arcs 
were over, the sky has been filled by comparatively weak auroras in the form 
of a diffused surface and rays. These non-discrete auroras were getting weaker 
and gradually moved equatorwards. The display lasted until 03 h 00 m. During 
this period, the magnetic I-I-component showed a gradual recovery. 

The time-sequence of an auroral substorm illustrated in Fig. 6 is a similar 
example to that shown in Fig. 5. In this example, two rapid poleward travelings 
of the auroral arcs were observed successively at 23 h 1 0  m and 27 m on September 
l ,  1 967. After the intense auroral arcs had passed away polewards, the auroras 
with strong brightness covered the whole sky and showed the movement towards 
the equator. This situation lasted for more than one hour and the auroral 
activities gradually diminished with time. 

The above-mentioned characteristics of time sequence of an auroral sub
storm, illustrated in the typical examples of Figs. 5 and G, are always the same 
for all auroral substorms which take place in the night sector. Namely, an 
auroral arc or band is suddenly intensified, and after 2 to 20 min the intense 
aurora moves polewards v,,ith an average speed of about 1 km/s. This phase of 
an auroral substorm may be called the breakup phase. The auroral activity 

which remains for a long time after the breakup phase and which moves 
equatorwards may be called the post-breakup phase of an auroral substorm. 

Frequently, poleward travelings of two or more auroral arcs or bands take place 
at the onset-time of an auroral substorm as shown in examples in Figs. 5 and 6. 

To continue the present study, it may be necessary to define the general 
characteristics of the breakup phase and post-breakup phase of an auroral substorm. 

Breakup phase : An auroral arc or band with the discrete structure, lying 

quietly along the geomagnetic east-west direction, is suddenly intensified and 
2-20 min later the auroral arc begins to move rapidly towards the pole with 
increasing brightness. The auroral arc or band which shows a rapid poleward 
t raveling may be called the "breakup type aurora" . The breakup type aurora 

can be divided into two stages : the pre-stage (B I-stage) when the intensified 

aurora does not move along the geomagnetic meridian, and the main stage (B 2-

stage) when the aurora moves polewards. In the period when one or more 

"breakup type auroras" are observable, the observing area is considered to be 

at "the breakup phase of an auroral subs to rm" · 

Post-breakup phase : Over the sky where a "breakup type aurora" has passed 

away polewards, the auroras in the forms of a diffused surface or rays still remain. 
These auroras generally move equatorwards with their activity diminishing with 
time. These auroras which show the equatorward movement may be called the 
"post-breakup type aurora". In the period when "post-breakup auroras" are 

observable, the ol:;>serving area is considered to be at "the post-breakup phase of 
- I cr::>oiai_..== ==r=z-
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an auroral substorm".  
According to the above definitions, the structure of an auroral substorm 

observed at a stat ion in or near the auroral zone may be expressed by the 
following block diagram : 

Auroral 

substorm 

Breakup phase 

(B 1 -stage + B  2-stage) 

·-- - -- -- - �-----�� 

+ Post-breakup phase 

The distinct point in the above defimtion is that the breakup or post
breakup phase is not determined on the whole polar region, but is defined at 
each observing station or area. In other words , no auroral phenomena may be 
observable in some area when another area is subjected to the breakup phase 
of an auroral substorm ; or some area has already entered the post-breakup 
phase while the breakup phase is still continuing in another area . 
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4. Breakup Phase of Auroral Substorm 

During the breakup phase of an auroral substorm, one or more intense 
auroral arcs exhibit rapid poleward movements. These poleward traveling 
arcs or bands are called the "breakup type aurora" in the present study. 
Some characterist ics of the "breakup type aurora"  and the associated magnetic 
variat ions are studied stat istical ly, based on the auroral diagrams obtained 
at Syowa Station over a period of 300 h (most of them are given in J ARE Sci. 
Rep . ,  Series A, No. 8 by HIRASAWA and KAMINUMA, 1970). 

4.1. Characteristics of the breakup type aurora 
Some characterist ics of breakup type auroras are invest igated through the 

statist ical studies of 65 examples of the auroral substorms. 
4. 1. 1. Occurrence possibilities of breakup type aurora 

As is shown in Fig. 7, the breakup type auroras are most f requently observed 
around midnight (f rom 23 h to 24 h Geomag. LT) at the typical auroral zone 
station, such as Syowa Station (<Pm =69. 6 ° ). It may also be noted that the oc
currences of the breakup type auroras are less frequent in the morning than 
in the evening hours and no breakup auroras are observable after 02 h LT. This 
fact may indicate that the occurrences of the breakup type auroras are not 
symmetric with respect to the midnight sector, but are frequent along the 
evening side auroral oval. 
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� 15 
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Fig. 7. Occurrence possibilities of the breakup type auroras 
at Syowa Station (<lJm=69.6°S) . 
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4. 1. 2. Duration qf Bl- and B2-stages of breakup type aurora 
As is pointed out in the definition of the "breakup phase of an auroral 

substorm" (Section 3), the breakup type aurora can be divided into two stages, 
that is, the pre-stage (Bl-stage) when the intensified auroral arc does not move 
and the main stage (B2-stage) when the aurora moves polewards. In the case 
of the breakup type auroral events shown in Fig. 5, the periods of B l - and B2-
stages of the poleward side breakup aurora are from 00 h 30 m to 40 m and from 
00 h 40 m to 46 m respectively, and those of the equatorward side one are from 
00 h 3 1  m to 46 m and from 00 h 46 m to 52 m, respectively. Fig. 8 illustrates 
that the duration of the Bl-stage (pre-stage) of the brakup auroras ranges from 
2 min to 25 min, and that the duration time is shortest around midnight and 
the longest at the dusk side. These statistical results show that the breakup 
type aurora is intensified simultaneously along the auroral oval especially in the 
dusk side, and that its poleward movement begins from the midnight sector, 
and propagates mainly towards the dusk, reaching 18  h LT meridian about 25 
min later. 
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Duration of Bl-stage of the breakup type auroras, observed 
at Syowa Station. 

It is practically impossible to get the exact duration of B2-stage (the pole
ward traveling stage) of the breakup type aurora, using data of a single ob
servatory. When the breakup type aurora starts its poleward movement below 
the equatorward horizon or disappears out of the view of a observing point, 
we cannot find the beginning or the end time of B2-stage. However, as is 
mentioned before (Fig. 2), the meridian scanning photometer, operating at Syowa 
can cover practically most of the night side auroral oval under the moderate 
disturbed condition. Therefore, the duration time of B2-stage obtained at 
Syowa shown in Fig. 9 may not too much differ from the exact value. It would 
be concluded thus that the duration time of B2-stage with respect to the geo
magnetic meridian ranges from 5 min to 30 min, the median value being about 
1 0  min. 
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Fig. 9. Durati on of B2-�tage of the breakuj, 

type  aw ora, obse1 v ed at Syowa Station . 

4. 1. 3. Speed qf poleward movement of the breakup type aurora 
Breakup type auroras move towards the pole with a great speed during thei r 

B2-stage. The speed of the poleward motion is statistically investigated. As is 
shown in Fig. 10, the speed ranges mostly from 0. 5 to l . 5km/s, the median value 
being about 1. 0 km/s. 

A further discussion on the characteristics of the breakup type aurora is 
given in Section 8. 2. 
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4.2. Magnetic variations associated with the breakup type aurora 
The intense auroras are associated with a particular type of geomagnetic 

disturbances. These disturbances, generally referred to as magnetic substorms 
or geomagnetic bays, are confined to the region around the auroral breakup 
area. The general correlation in time and position of auroras and magnetic 
variations has been made by many research workers (HEPPNER, 1954 ; AKASOFu, 
1960 ; DA vis, 1962 ; OcuTI, 1963). An attempt will be made in this paper to 
find a more detailed correlation between the auroral space-time variations during 
the breakup type arurora events and the horizontal magnetic disturbances. 
The critical discussion of the electric current system which produces magnetic 
disturbances also will be given based on the analyzed results as well as the 
existing theories. 

4. 2 . 1. Rotation of magnetic horizontal vectors associated with the poleward movement 
of breakup type aurora 

(a) Substorm on June 8, 1967 
The meridian-time diagram of aurora shown in the middle of Fig. 11 illust

rates that an auroral arc suddenly began to brighten near the zenith of Syowa 
Station at about 20 h 00 m on .June 8, 1967 and was lying motionless along the 

Ju ne  8 1 967 
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--kaa' 
Fig. 11 .  Example of charac te ristics of the horizontal disturbing vectors du ring 

the magnetic substorm obs e rved at Sy owa Station on Ju ne 8, 1967 
and the s imultaneous  meridian-time diagram of A 427 8.A. au rora. 
From top to bottom: (1) Horizontal c omponent of th e magnetogram. 
(2) Meridian- time diagram of A 427 8.A. au rora. Contou r; "5" 
corresponds to 1 .S kR. (3) Horizontal magnetic distu rbance  vectors. 
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geomagneti c  meridian until 10 h 12 m (R I -stage of breakup type aurora) . During 
this B l -stage, the geomagneti c H-component gradually decreased and the magnetic 
vectors were directed towards the south, indicating that the direction of the 
overhead current was westward. Thereafter, the arc began to show a rapid 
poleward movement with speed of about 1 . 2 km/s from 10 h 12 m. Geomagnetic 
horizontal vectors changed their direction and showed a counterclockwise rota
tion (south�east�north) in  association with this poleward traveling of the intense 
arc .  The arc passed away out of  the view of  Syowa Station at about 20 h 25 m. 
I t  i s  considered that another breakup type aurora took place around 20 h 27 m 
in the poleward side area about 600 km distant from Syowa Station . The 
s imultaneous horizontal disturbance vectors moved toward the north and began 
to show a counterclockwise rotation. After the breakup phase of the auroral 
substorm was over around 20 h 40 m, the magnet ic  vectors returned to the 
init ial stage and were directed to the south (westward overhead current) . 

(b) Substorm on May 2, 1967 
The breakup type aurora il lustrated in Fig.  12 is a similar example to that 

shown in Fig .  1 1 .  In this example of May 2, 1 967, the period of the B l- and 
B2-stages of the breakup type aurora appear to be from 20 h 14 m to 26 m and 
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Fig. 12. Example of characteristics of th e 
horizontal dis turbing vectors during 
th e magnetic s ubs torm obs erved at 
Sy owa Station on May 2, 1967, 
and th e simul taneous meridian
time diagram of A 427 8A aw ora. 
From top to bottom: (1) Horizontal 
component of th e magnetogram . 
(2) Meridian-ti me diagram of 
A 427 8A aurora. Contour; ' '  .5' ' 
correspon ds to 1 . 5 kR. (3) Hori
zontal magnetic dis tu rbance vec ton. 
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from 20 h 26 m to 36 m, respectively. During the B l-stage, the magnetic horizontal 
vectors pointed towards the south (westward overhead current), while the magni
tude of magnetic vectors increased and their direction rotated counterclockwise 
in association with the poleward movement of the breakup auroras during the 
B2-stage. 

(c) Substorm on Sept. 29, 1967 
In an example of the auroral substorm shown in Fig. 13, two breakup type 

auroras occurred successively at 21 h 30 m and 21 h 55 m during the breakup phase 
of the auroral substorm observed on Sept. 29, 1967 . The periods of the B2-
stages of each breakup aurora while the auroras moved rapidly towards the pole 
are approximately from 21 h 35 m to 39 m and from 21 h 55 m to 22 h 00 m, re
spectively. During the B2-stage, the horizontal disturbance vectors rotated counter
clockwise with increasing magnitude in both cases. 

Sept . 29  1 9 67 

Aurora 

Magnetic Vectors 

- k  
Fig. 13. Exa mple of characteristics of the horiz ontal dis turbi ng vectors 

during the magneti c su bstorm observed at Sy owa Station on 
SejJtember 29, 1967 and the � imultaneou s meridian-time diagram 
of ,1 4278A aurora. From top to bottom: (1) Horiz ontal 
comj1onent of the magneto gi am. (2) Meridian-tl1n e diagi am 
of ,1 4278A aurora. Contoui ; ".5" corresponds to 2 . .5k R. 
(3) Horizontal magnetic disturbance vectors. 
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(d) Substorm on June 2, 1967 
The horizontal disturbance vector (original vectors) changed its direction 

largely during the B2-stage (23 h 30 m-35 m on .June 2, 1967 in Fig. 14) of the 
breakup type aurora observed around the midnight sector, but its rotation 
sense is rather obscure. The duration of B2-stage of this breakup type aurora 
is about 5 min (from 23 h 30 m to 35 m) . Therefore, it  may be natural to 
consider that the poleward expansion of the breakup type aurora had a larger 
effect on the short period component of the geomagnetic disturbance (less than 
5 min in period) than on the longer period one. For the purpose of emphasizing 
this characteristic, changes of the horizontal geomagnetic disturbances are 
decomposed into the shor t period component (less than 5 min in period) and the 
longer period one (larger than 5 min in period) by the numerical filtering 
technique. As is shown in Fig. 14, the horizontal disturbance vector of the 
short period component (high frequency), which contains the larger effect of the 
breakup type aurora, rotates clockwise (north-+east-+south) during the B2-stage 
of breakup aurora, being similar to the examples shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13. 

On the other hand, the horizontal disturbing vector of the long period 
component (low frequency one) keeps its direction toward the south almost 
invariably, and the variation of its magnitude is consistent with the increase 
and decrease of the total auroral activities shown in the auroral diagram. 
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(e) Substorm on May 25, 1 967 
The auroral diagram of Fig. 15 shows the auroral breakup occurred from 

the northward side (equatorward side) of Syowa Station. The breakup type 
aurora passed over the zenith of Syowa at 21 h 22 m and moved away polewards. 
This is a typical breakup type aurora event observed during the severe magnetic 
storm of May 25, 1967 . The period of the B l-stage of this breakup aurora 
was from 21 h 04 m to 20 m, while the duration of B2-stage was about 10 min 
in the period from 21  h 20 m to 30 m. Therefore, changes of the horizontal 
geomagnetic disturbances are decomposed into the shorter period component 
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Ftg. 1.5. Ex ample of characteristics of the 
horizontal disturbing vectors during 
the magne tic substorm observed 
at Syowa Station on Ma y 25,1967, 
and the simultaneous meridian
time diagram of A 4278A aurora. 
From top to bottom: (1) Horizontal 
component of the original magne
togram. ( 2) Meridian-time diagram 
of A 4278A aurora. Contour; 
"5" corresponds to 5 kR. (3) 
Original horizont al disturbanc e 
vectors. ( 4) Horizontal dis turbance 
vectors of the high frequenc y  
component (Period� JO min) . ( 5) 
Vector diagram of (4) . (6) 
Horizontal diJ turbance vec tors of 
the low frequenc y  compone nt 
(Period> lOmin) . 
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(less 10 min in period) and the longer period component (longer than 10 min in 
period) by the same filtering technique as in the case of Fig. 14. As is clearly 
seen in Fig. 15, the horizontal magnetic vector of the short period component (high 
frequency) shows the clear counterclockwise rotation, being associated with a rapid 
poleward movement of the breakup type aurora. On the other hand, the horizontal 
disturbing vector of the longer period component (low frequency) keeps its 
direction approximately towards the invariant direction of the magnetic south 
through the B l - and B2-stages of the breakup auroras . 

(f) Substorm on July 11, 1967 
As shown in the auroral diagram in Fig. 16, two breakup type auroras 

Ju ly 1 1 1 967 

l 200� 

Aurora Fig. 16. Ex ample of characteristics of the 
horizontal disturb ing v ectors during 
the magnetic substorm ob served at 
Syowa Station o n  July 1 1 ,  1967, 
and the simultaneous meridian- time 
diagram of it 4278.A aurora. From 
top to bottom: (1) Horizontal com
ponent of the original magnetogram. 
(2) Meridian- time diagram of it 
4278A aurora. Contour; " 1"  
cones ponds t o  1 k R. ( 3)  Original 
horiz ontal disturb ance v ectors. ( 4) 
Horiz ontal disturbance v ectors of 
the high frequency component 
(Perzods 5min) . (5) Vector diagrm 
of (4) . (6) Horiz ontal disturb ance 
vel lor s  of the low jrequenl y com
ponent (Pe1 iod>.5 min). 
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were suddenly intensified at about 00 h 30 m, and then the intense poleward side 
arc began to move polewards at about 00 h 40 m while the equatorward side one 
began to move also polewards at about 00 h 48 m. The duration of the B2-
stage of the both breakup type auroras is about 5 min (from 00 h 40 m to 
46 m for the poleward side arc and from 00 h 46 m to 52 m for the equatorward 
side one). It may be considered therefore that the short period component 
(less than 5 min in period) of the horizontal disturbing vector contains the 
effect of the auroral poleward movements to a greater extent than does the 
long period one (longer than 5 min in period). As is shown in Fig. 1 6, the 

Fig. 17. Example of ch aracteristics of th e horizontal distu rbing 
vectors du ring th e magnetic substorm obse rved at Syowa 
Station on July 6, 1967, and th e simu ltaneous 
meridian- time diagram of A. 4278A. aurora. From top 
to bottom: (I) Horiz ontal component of th e original 
magnetogram. (2) Meridian- time diagram of A 4278.A. 
au rora. Contour; "5" corresponds to l .5kR. ( 3) 
Original horizontal distu rbance vec tors. (4) Horizontal 
distu rba nce vectors of th e high frequ ency  component 
(Pe riod�5 mi n) . (5 )  Vector diagra m  of (4) . (6) 
Horizontal disturbance vec tors of th e low frequ enc y  
component (Pe riod> 5min) . 
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horizontal disturbance vector of the short period component rotates clockwise 
at the B2-stages of the both breakup type auroras, while that of the long period 
component keeps its direction (magnetic south) almost invariable . 

(g) Substorm on July 6, 1967 
The auroral diagram shown in Fig . 1 7  illustrates that four breakup type 

auroras took place successively during the breakup phase of an auroral substorm 
observed at Syowa Station on July 6, 1967 . The first breakup aurora was 
observed in the period between 22 h 10 m and 14 m, the second one between 
22 h 12  m and 20 m, the third one between 22 h 23 m and 26 m and the last 
one occurred at about 300-400 km pole side from Syowa Station in the period 
between 22 h 36 m and 41 m. The duration of all breakup type aurora was 
about 5 min or so . Therefore, for the purpose of investigating the effect on 
the magnetic disturbance of these breakup type auroras, the horizontal disturb
ance vector was decomposed into the shorter and the longer period components, 
and the rotation sense of the shorter period component, associated with the 
breakup auroras, was investigated. The rotation senses of the magnetic vector 
were counterclockwise for the first, second and last breakup type auroras, while 
its rotation sense is clockwise only for the third breakup one. 
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4 .2 .2. Clockwise and counterclockwise rotations of magnetic horizontal disturbance vectors 
associated with poleward movements of breakup tvpe auroras 

As has been illustrated in the examples from Fig. 11 to Fig. 17, the geo
magnetic horizontal disturbing vector clearly shows the rotation with the increase 
of its magnitude when the breakup type aurora moves towards the pole (in the 
B2-stage of the breakup type aurora) . Fig. 18 shows the histograms to represent 
the statistical dependence of the sense of rotation of the horizontal disturbance 
vector upon the geomagnetic local time. As seen in this figure, the counter
clockwise rotation is clearly dominant in the dusk while the clockwise rotation 
is rather dominant in the dawn. 

4.2.3. Electric-curre 1t pattern associated with breakup type aurora 
The electric-current pattern which produces magnetic disturbances a·ssociated 

with auroras is called the "auroral electro jet (AEJ) ". Two kinds of basic 
electric-current patterns for AEJ have been postulated (FUKUSHIMA, 1971) ; the first 
is the ionospheric current pattern which has a westward current along the active 
auroras and its return current flow (two-dimensional current pattern) (CHAPMAN, 
1935 ; VE ,TINE and CHAPMAN, 1938 ; SILSBEE and VEsTINE, 1942 ; FUKUSHIMA, 1953). 
The second consists of the field-aligned current in the magnetosphere and of 
an east-west current segment in the ionosphere (three-dimensional current pattern) 
(BIRKELAND, 1908 ; ALFVEN, 1939, 1940 ; ATKINSON, 1967 ; AKASOFU et al. , 1969) . 
The schematic diagrams to show these two basic current patterns are given in 
Fig. 19, viewed from the south geomagnetic pole a few earth radii above the 
ionosphere. 
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It seems very likely that the rotation of the short period horizontal disturb
ance vectors are due to the poleward motion of the electrical current through 
the breakup type aurora. Now, an attempt will be made to examine which of 
the two basic current patterns is favorable for interpreting the observed rotation 
sense of the horizontal disturbance vectors (Fig. 1 8) .  

(a) Case of two-dimensional ionospheric current pattern (CHAPMAN-VESTINE 
ionospheric current) 

It is assumed that the two-dimensional ionospheric current pattern, such 
as shown schematically on the left of Fig. 19, occurs in the midnight sector 
associated with the breakup type aurora and this current pattern moves toward 
the pole. In  such a condition, the rotation sense of the magnetic horizontal 
vector is clockwise in the dusk and counterclockwise in the dawn side as is 
indicated in the figure. This tendency is inconsistent with the observed result 
in Fig. 18. Therefore, it is difficult for the current pattern of this type to 
stand consistently for the geomagnetic d isturbances associated with the breakup 
type auroras. 

(b) Case of the three-dimensional current pattern (BIRKELAND-ATKINSON 
three-dimensional current) 

The right-hand side figure in Fig. 19 shows the three-dimensional current 
pattern which consists of the incoming and outgoing field aligned currrnb and 
the strong horizontal westward electrojet f lowing through the breakup type 
aurora. It is assumed that the ionospheric Hall current predominates around the 
eastern (counterclockwise current flow surrounding the positive charge accu mu
lation) and the western edge (clockwise current flov,: surrounding negative 
accumulation) of the breakup type aurora (ATKINSON, 1967). When the auroral 
electrojet of this type moves polewards and passes through the zenith of an 
observi ng point from the equator side to the pole side, a horizontal magnet ic 
disturbance vector due to the ionospheric Hall current rotate counterclockwise 
bet,\·ef'n the middle and the western edge of the electro jet and clockwise 
between the middle and eastern edge of the electro jet . On the other hand, t he 
horizontal magnetic disturbance on the ground caused by the ionospheric vvest
ward elec tro jet (Pedersen current) is always southwards throughout the period 
of the poleward motion of the electrojet, and it may contribute considerably 
to the steady southward magnetic disturbance of the long period component. 
S ince the breakup type cturoras appear mostly around 23 h in local time, the 
dusk side and dawn side may statistically be covered most ly by the western half 
and the eastern hal f respectively of the breakup type electrojet .  Thus. the 
statistical characteristics of the dominant counterclockwise rotat ion in the dusk 
sector and the dominctnt clockwise rotation in t he dawn sec tor of the short period 
horizontal magnetic disturbance vecto r can naturally be explained by the three
dimensional current pattern. surh as schemat ically i l lustra ted on t he r ight
hand side of Fig. 1 9. 

I f  the breakup type aurora i �  c1ssocidt t-:'.d w i th the th1 ce-di incns ional curr ei l t  
f low and the ionospheric Hall current cwsed b y  t he charge accumulat ion a round 
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the eastern and western edge of the aurora i s  well dominant, what kinds of other 
phenomena could be expected ? As i s  clearly seen in the right hand figure of 
Fig.  19 , in the western half of the electrojet (dusk side) , the m::ignetic vectors 
due to the Hall current point towards the magnetic north (H-component---+positive) 
on the equator s ide of the westward current flow along the aurora, while those 
on the pole s ide of the westward current flow point to the south (H-component 
---+negative) . On the other hand, in the case of the two-dimensional current 
flow, the return current is symmetric with respect to the westward current jet .  
Therefore, the magnetic vectors have the northward direction (H-component-+ 
positive) on the equator side as well as on the pole side of the westward electro
jet (see the left hand figure of Fig.  1 9) .  

The auroral diagram in  Fig. 20 A illustrates that auroras were brightening 
on the pole side of the station and began to increase in luminosity at 22 h 35 m 
on July 6, 1 967. They showed the maximum at 22 h 39 m and were gradually 
restored to the former state. Associated with this auroral display, the geo--
magnetic horizontal intensity (H) began to increase at 22 h 35 m and attained 
the maximum value at 22 h 40 m. Similar correlations between the aurora and 
the geomagnetic field variations in the dusk side are shown in Fig. 20B and C. 
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Fig. 20. Geomagnetic field variations associated with the poleward and the equatorw ard 
auroral brightening in the dusk hours, 
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We may conclude here that, when the breakup type aurora occurs in the dusk 
on the polar side of the observing stat ion ,  the I-I-component value increases 
with a close correlation to the auroral act ivi ty .  

On the other hand, when the auroras show brightening on the equator side 
of the observing station in the dusk, the H-value decreases with increasing 
activation of the aurora, as is  i l lustrated in Fig. 20D and E. 

Though the current flow patterns through the magnetosphere and the iono
sphere during the breakup phase of a substorm would be, in fact, very com
plicated because of their superposi tion, mutual interference and space-time 
variation, i t  would be concluded based upon al l the observed facts mentioned 
above that the basic current pattern associated with the breakup type auroras 
would be the three-dimensional current Row, such as shown in the right hand 
fi gure of Fig .  1 9 . 
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5. Post-Breakup Phase of Auroral Substorm 

During the post-breakup phase of an auroral substorm, the auroras in the 
form of a diffused surface or rays (post-breakup type auroras) still remain over 
the sky where "breakup type auroras" have passed away polewards. These 
auroras generally move equatorwards with their diminishing activity. 

In the present section, the mutual relation between the "breakup" and 
"post-breakup type aurora" is examined based on the auroral and magnetic 
data obtained at Syowa Station and also on the simultaneous magnetograms 
from Mawson (73.1 ° S in geomag. lat., 102.9 ° in geomag. long. ) and Plateau 
Station (77.2 ° S in geomag. lat ., 52 .5 ° in geomag. long. )  which are located on 
the poleward side of Syowa (69.6 °S in geomag. lat., 77.1 ° in geomag. long. )  
(Fig. 2 1 ) .  The magnetic variations during the post-breakup phase are also 
investigated in comparison with those during the breakup phase of an auroral 
substorm. 

Fig. 21 . Observatories wh ose magnetic and auroral data 
are used; Plateau (Pl) ,  Mawson (Mw) , Syowa 
(Sy) , Lerwick (Le) and Eskdalemuir (Es) . 
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Fig. 22. Ex ampl e of the pol eward move ment of the breakup type aurora 
and the associ ated magnetic variation on Ju ne 8, 1967. From 
to/1 to bottom: (I) Horizontal component at Plateau Station 
(g eomag. lat. 77.2°S, long. 52.5 ° ) .  (2 ) Horizontal component 
at Mawson (geo mag. lat. 73. 1 °S, long. 1 02 .9°) .  (3) Horizontal 
component at Syowa Station (geomag. l at. 69.6°S, long. 77. 1 ° ) .  
(4 )  Meridian time diagram of l 4278A am ora obtained at 
Syowa Station. Con tour; "1"  corresponds to 1kR. 
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5.1. Mutual relation between the breakup and the post-breakup type aurora 
5. 1.1. Substorm on June 8, 1967 

29 

In Fig. 22, simultaneous magnetograms (H-component) obtained at Mawson 
and Plateau Station, are shown together with the magnetogram and the meri
dian diagram of auroral luminosity obtained at Syowa Station. The auroral diagram 
shown in the bottom of Fig. 22 illustrates that a typical breakup type aurora 
was observed in the period from 20 h 00 m to 25 m of June 8, 1967 . During this 
period, Syowa Station was in the breakup phase of the auroral substorm. This 
breakup type aurora began to move, towards the pole around 20 h 10 m. The 
magnetic H-component at Mawson showed a sudden decrease around 20 h 12 m, 
being associated with the poleward movement of the breakup type aurora. The 
breakup phase at Mawson seems to begin about 10 min later than the beginning 
of the breakup phase at Syowa Station. This intense aurora traveled further towards 
pole at a high speed and disappeared from the view of Syowa around 20 h 25m. 
At that time, the magnetogram at Plateau Station begins to show a sharp 
decrease in the H-component and Plateau Station seems to enter into the breakup 
phase of the auroral substorm about 25 min later than that of Syowa. As has 
been illustrated above, the area which is in the breakup phase of an auroral 
substorm rapidly moves towards the pole, associated with the poleward move
ment of the breakup type aurora. 

The auroral diagram of Fig. 22 shows also that the sky was filled by the 
comparatively weak auroras after the poleward traveling auroral arc had dis
appeared from the view of Syowa. These auroras were getting weaker and 
gradually moved equatorwards. The display lasted for about 2 hours. This period 
is the post-breakup phase of an auroral substorm at Syowa. 

When we investigated what would happen in the pole side during the post
breakup phase of Syowa, the magnetic variations of Plateau Station, which is 
located about 700 km poleward from Syowa, showed successive sudden drops in 
H-component, indicating that at least three breakups of auroras occurred succes
sively at about 20 h 25 m, 20 h 50 m and 21 h 05 m.  From this fact, it would be 
reasonably concluded that the post-breakup type auroras, which are produced 
by the successive breakup events in the higher latitudes, expand towards the 
equator and remain for a long period in the post-breakup phase in the lower 
latitudes. 

5.1.2. Substorm on Sept. 1, 1967 
The poleward movements of the breakup type auroras i llustrated in Fig. 23, 

are similar to those shown in Fig. 22 . As is seen in the auroral diagram in the 
bottom of Fig. 23, the two rapid poleward travelings of the auroral arcs were 
observed successively at 23 h 10 m and 27 m.  The first breakup type aurora 
disappeared around 23 h 20 m within the view of Syowa Station, while the second 
one moved further toward the pole and caused a sudden decrease of magnetic 
H-component (the onset of substorm) around 23 h 37 m at Mawson and around 
23 h 43 m at Plateau Station about 16 min later than that of Syowa. 

After the breakup type auroras have passed away polewards, the sky is 
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Fig. 23. Ex am/Jle of the J;olewarcl movement �f th e b1 ea k uj; tyj;e rmroia 
a nd the assocwted magnet ic va1 iatio n on Sej;t. 1, 1967. From 
to/1 to bot tom: ( 1) Hoi i;:,onta l co mponent at Platea u Station 
( geom ag. l at. 77.2 ° S, long 52.5 °) .  (2) lloi izontal co m/Jonen t 
at Mawson (geomag. lat. 73. l 0S, lon g. 102. 9 °) .  (3) Hm izonta l 
co mj1onent at Syow a Statzo n ( geo mag .  lat . 69 .{i�S, long . 77 . 1 ° ) . 
(4) A1e1 zdum -t1me diag1 11m of 4278A. aurora ob trmwl 11! S)'owa 
Statio n .  Con to ur; '' l "  c0 1 1 e,1J;ond1' to lkR . 

filled by the post-breakup type auroras of intense brightness which arc produced 
by the intense breakup auroras. These post-breakup auroras exhibit rapid 
equatorward movements in the period from 23 h 35 m to 00 h 10 m. The auroral 
activi t ies became weak,  fall ing to less than 1 kR, around 00 h 10  m of Sept. 2, 
hut they were intensi fied again from 00 h I G m. Meamvhi lc, at the pole side of 
Syowa, a sharp decrease is found in the magnet ic H-component of Plateau 
Stat ion at 00 h 1 1  m. This is a bout 5 min earlier than the reintensifications 
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Fig. 24 . Ex ample of the poleward mov ement of the breakup type auror a  
and the equ atorward expansion of the post-breakup type aurora 
on July  11, 1967. From top to bottom: (1) Horizontal com
ponent at Plateau Station (geomag. lat. - 77.2° , long. 52.5° ) .  
(2) Horizontal component at Mawson (geomag. l at. - 73. 1° , 
long. 102 .2 ° ) .  (3) Horizontal component at Syowa Station 
(geomag. lat. -69.6°S, long. 17.1° ) .  (4 ) Mer idian-tim e 
diagram of A 4278A auror a  obtained at Syowa Station. Con
tour; "I" corresjJonds to l kR. (.5) Horiz ontal romjJ onent at 
Lerwic k  (geomag. lat. 62 .5°N, long . 88.6° ) .  (6) Horiz ontal 
comp onent at Eskdalemuir (fteoma!J. lat. 58.5 ° N, lontt. 82.9°) .  
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of the auroral activ i t ies at Syowa, i ndicat ing that the intensification of the post
breakup type aurora in the period from 00 h 16 m to about 01 h 00 m resulted 
from the auroral breakup event in the higher latitudes. 

5. l. '3 .  Sub.1torm on July 1 1 ,  1 D67 
I n  this example (Fig .  24) , mag netograms (H-component) of Lerwick (geomag. 

bi t .  62 .5 ° ; long .  88. 6 ° ) and Eskdalemuir (geomag. lat . 58 . 5 ° ; long. 82.9 ° ) ,  which 
arc located at the equatorward side of Syowa along nearly the same longitude 
in the northern hemisphere, are shown together with those of Plateau, Mawson 
and Syowa St ation (cf. Fig .  2 1 ) . 

In the aurora l  diagram shown in the middle of F ig .  24, the successive pole
ward movements or two breakup auroras were observed during the breakup 
phase or an auroral substorm (from 00 h 30 m to 52 m) . These breakup auroras 
t raveled fur lher towards the pole, and caused a sharp drop in H-component ( the 
breakup or the auroral substorm) around 00 h 45 m at  Mawson and around OOh 
54m at P l ateau Station . After these breakup auroras had passed away polewards, 
the  sky was blanke ted by the pos t-breakup type auroras with the comparat ively 
weak luminosity, which gradual ly moved equatorwards . 

In this case, the magnetic I-I-components of the lower latitude stations showed 
the maxi mum decrease around 01 h 20 m at Lerwick and around 01 h 30 m at 
Eskdalemui r, while the H-component of Syowa attained the maximum decrease 
(the maximum stage of magnetic substorm) around 01 h 00 m. Namely, the 
maximum stage of magnetic bay-disturbance i n  the lower lati tude was found a 
f cw tens of minutes later than that in  the higher . This fact may indicate that 
the region of the post-breakup type auroras expands towards the equator with 
time at the speed of about 0 . 8  km/s .  

According to the examples shown in Figs .  22, 23 and 24, it  i s  clearly recog
nized that the "post-breakup type aurora" is closely related to the breakup 
event .  The ·' post-breakup type aurora" appears over the sky where "breakup 
type aurora" has passed away poleward and the intensification of the farmer 's 
act iv ity in the lower lati tudes corresponds to the latter in the higher latitudes. 
One may say therefore that the " breakup type aurora" and the "post-breakup 
type one" form a pair event .  

The top of  the left s ide figures i n  Fig .  5 1  represents a composition of an 
elemental auroral substorm which consists of the "breakup type aurora" on the 
poleward side border and the "post-breakup type aurora" expanding equator
wards from the edge of the ''breakup type aurora" . In actual cases, two or 
more elemental auroral substorms often appear in the midnight sector of the 
auroral oval , as schemat ical ly i l lustrated at the bottom of  the left s ide of Fig.  
5 1 .  

5.2. Magnetic variations associated with post-breakup type aurora 
In  Section 4 .2. , magnetic disturbances associated with the breakup type 

aurora during the breakup phase of the auroral substorm (breakup magnet ic 
disturbance) were clarified and i t  is concluded that the geomagnetic horizontal 
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disturbing vectors change their directions considerably and show the definite 
rotation with an increase of their magnitude when the breakup type aurora 
moves towards the pole. 

In t his section, the magnetic disturbances during the post-breakup phase 
(post-breakup magnet ic  disturbance) will be studied, in comparison with the 
breakup magnetic disturbance .  

5. 2. 1. Substorm on June 8, 1967 
As seen in the auroral diagram in the top of Fig.  25, the typical breakup 

type aurora was observed during the breakup phase at Syowa Station. During 
this phase, the magnetic H-component showed pulse-like variation and the 
(magnetic) horizontal dis turbance vectors rotated counterclockwise, being associated 

JUNE 8 1967 H-comp. 

Syowa 

1 11 \�"Vllfl 
Magnetic Vectors 

Fig. 25. Example of characteristics of the horizontal dis turbing vectors 
during the post-breakup phase of the auroral substorm observed 
at Syowa Station on June 8, 1967 and the simultaneous meridian
time diagram of A 4278A aurora. From top to bottom: (1 ) 
Meridian-time diagram of i1 4278A aurora. Contour; "]" 
corresponds to 1 kR. (2) Horizontal component of the magneto
gram. (3) Horizontal magnetic disturbance vectors. 
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with the poleward movement of the intense aurora ( cf. Fig. 11). 
After the breakup type aurora had passed away towards the pole, the post 

breakup phase at Syowa Station began and continued till about 22 h 00 m. 
During the period, the magnetic horizontal vectors did not change their direc
tions unlike those during the breakup phase and they were directed towards 
the south (the westward overhead current) . 

5.2.2 .  Substorm on July 1 1  and on Sej;t . 20, 1967 
In the example of the auroral substorm shown in Fig. 26, two breakup type 

auroras occurred successively at 00 h 40 m and 00 h 4G m during the breakup 
phase on July 11, 1967 . During the breakup phase, the magnetic horizontal 
vectors changed their directions considerably and their short period component 
rotated clockwise in association with the pokward movements of the both break
up type auroras, as has been illustrated in detail before (cf. Fig. 16). On the 
other hand, the magnetic vectors during the post-breakup phase point quasi
stationarily towards the south and their magni tudes were approximately in accord 
with the act ivities of the post-breakup type auroras. A similar example to this 
is shown also in Fig. 27. 

Fzg. 2G. Ex amj1le of char allern tics of the lw ri:umtal distur bzng vecto1 .1 
durnzg the post-break up phase of the auroral s ubstorm observed 
a t Syowa Station on July 1 1 ,  1967 and the simultaneous 
me, zdzan-time diagra m of 2 4278A aur01 a. From top to 
bottom: (I) Meridian -time dwg1 am of A 4278A aui ora. Con 
tour; " ] "  wrreojJOndj to 1 k R. (2) Horizontal component of the 
magnetogram. (3) Ho1 1;:,ontal magnetic dis tw bance vec tors. 
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5.2.3. Substorm on May 25, 1967 

Fig. 27. Example of ch aracteristics of 
th e horiz ontal disturbi ng vectorJ 
during th e poJ t-breakup ph aJ e  
of th e auroral s ubstorm observed 
at Sy owa Stati on on Sept. 29, 
19G7 and th e simultaneous 
meridi an- time di agram of 
2 4278A aurora. From top to 
bottom: (1 ) Meridi an-time di a
gram of 2 4278A. aurora. 
Contour; "I" corresponds to 
I kR. (2) Horizontal com
ponent of th e magneto gram. 
(3) Horizontal magneti c  dis turb
ance vectors . 

The auroral diagram of Fig. 28 shows that the auroral breakup occurred in 
the northward side (equatorward side) of Syowa Station during the severe mag
netic storms of May 25, 1967. The typical breakup type aurora passed over 
the zenith of Syowa at 21 h 22 m and moved away polewards. During the 
breakup phase at Syowa, the horizontal disturbance vectors changed their direc
tions suddenly with increasing magnitude (cf. Fig. 15). 

After the disappearance of the breakup type aurora out of the view of the 
observing station, the high active zone of the auroras was present at the equator
ward side of Syowa Station. The equatorward movements towards the high 
active zone of the auroras were observed during the post-breakup phase of the 
auroral substorm. During the post-breakup phase, the magnetic H-component 
showed gradual variation, while the pulse-like variation during the breakup 
phase, and the magnetic horizontal disturbing vectors whose magnitudes were 
approximately in proportion to the auroral activities pointed towards the south. 

The above-mentioned characteristics of the magnetic disturbances associated 
with the post-breakup type auroras (post-breakup magnetic disturbance) are 
always the same for all substorms which take place in the night sector. The 
post-breakup magnetic disturbances show the gradual variations as compared 
with the breakup magnetic disturbances. The magnetic horizontal vectors, whose 
magnitudes are approximately proportional to the activities of the post-breakup 
type auroras, do not change their directions in comparison with those during 
the breakup phase, and pointed quasi-stationarily towards the magnetic south 
(the westward overhead current) . 
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Fig. 28 .  Ex ample o f  charac teristic s o f  the ho rizo ntal 

disturbing vectors during the po st-b reakup 
phase of  the auro ral sub storm ob served at 
Syow a Station o n  May 25, 1967 and the 
simultaneo us merzdi an-tz mediagram of J4278A 
aurora. Fro m  top to botto m: (1) Meridian
tim e  diagralll of A 4278A auro ra. Conto ur; 
" 1" cor reJj1onds to 1 kR. (2) Ho1 izontal 
comj1onent o f  the magneto gram . (3) Ho rizontal 
magnetic disturb ance  vectors. 

5.3. Space relation between the breakup and the post-breakup magnetic disturbances 
Fig. 29 shows an example that an active region of the post-breakup type 

auroras expanded towards the equator side after the breakup event in the pole 
side and caused the post-breakup magnetic disturbance in the lower latitudes. 
As seen in the auroral diagram shown at the middle of Fig. 29, the intensifica
tion of the auroral brightness was observable around 22 h 20 m of July 5, 1967 
near the pole side horizon of Syowa. At the same time, the magnetic H-com
ponent of Plateau Station, which is located at the pole side of Syowa, showed 
pulsative variations and the magnet ic vectors rotated obviously counterclockwise. 
Judging from the characteristics of the magnetic variations associated with the 
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breakup type auroras mentioned before (cf. Section 4.2. ) ,  it may be certain that 
breakup event occurred around 22 h 20 m in the pole side region (higher latitude 
region) of Syowa Station. After the breakup event in the higher latitudes , the 
active area of the post-breakup type auroras expanded towards the equator. 
Being associated with the equatorward expansion of the post-breakup type 
aurora , the magnetic disturbance was developed at Syowa and the magnetic 
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Fig. 29. Example of the equ atorward e xpansion of the ac tive area of the 
post- breaku p ty pe au roras and the associated magnetic variation. 
From top to bottom: (1) Magnetic horizontal distu rbance vec tors 
at Plateau Station. (2) Horizontal component at Plateau .  (3) 
Meridian- time diagram of A 4278A aurora obtained at Syowa 
Station. Contour; "]" corresjJ onds to lk R. (4) Horizon tal 
component at Syowa Station. (5) Magnetic horizontal disturbing 
vec tors at Syowa Station. 
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Fzg. 30 . Example of the relation between the breakup and the jJo,t-brcakujJ 
magnetic disturbances on July G-7, 19G7. From toj1 to bottom: 
(I ) lvlagnetograrn at Plateau Station (geomag. lat . 77.2 °S, long. 
52 .5°) . (2) Magnetogram at Mawson (geomag. lat. 73 .1 °S, long. 
102.9° ) .  (3) Magnetogram at Syowa Station (geomag. lat .  G9.G0S, 
long. 77.1 °) . (4) Meridian-time diagram of }. 4278A obtained at 
Syowa Station. Contour; "I" corresj1011ds to I k R .  
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vectors were directed towards the magnetic south without a rotation. Thus, 
it may be reasonable to consider that the magnetic disturbance at Syowa in this 
case was not accompanied by the breakup type auroras, but by the post-breakup 
type auroras (post-breakup magnetic disturbance). 

Fig. 30 shows the auroral diagram obtained at Syowa Station on July 6 and 
7, 1967 together with the simultaneous magnetograms at Plateau, Mawson and 
Sy0vva. It is found in the magnetic records of Syowa and Mawson that the 
breakup type magnetic disturbances were observable from 21 h to 23 h on July 
6 and the post-breakup ones occurred during the early morning hours (00h--03h) 

Mawson 

H 

AURORA 

Fig. 31 . Ex ample of the relation between the 
breakup and the post-breakup magnetic 
distu rbances on June 29-30, 1967. 
From top to bottom: (]) Magnetogram 
at Plateau Station ( geomag. lat. 
77.2°S, long. 52.5° ) .  (2) Magneto
gram at Mawson ( geomag. lat. 
73.1 ° S. long. 1 02.9° ) .  ( 3) Magneto
gram ot Syowa Station (geomag. lat. 
69.6°S, long. 77.1 °) .  (4) Meridian
time diagram of A 427 8A obtained 
at Syowa Station. Contou r; "l" 
corresponds to 1 k R. 
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on July 7 (cf. auroral diagrams shown in the paper by HmAsAWA and KAMINUMA, 
1970). During the period when the post-breakup magnetic disturbances were 
taking place at Mawson and Syowa, the magnetic records at Plateau, which is 
located in their poleward side, exhibited three successive pulsative variations 
in both H- and D-components . Thes(corresponding H- and D-components varia
tions had nearly the same amplitude but their phases are clearly different between 
the two. This fact may indicate that the magnetic horizontal vectors rotated 
for each pulsative variation. It may be concluded from these facts that the 
successive breakup magnetic disturbances occurred in association with the pole
ward traveling of the intense breakup type auroras near Plateau Station in the 
period from OOh to 03h on July 7. Thus, it may reasonably be considered that 
the breakup magnetic disturbances were observable in the polar side area when 
the post-breakup ones occurred in a certain polar region. 

The auroral diagram and the simultaneous magnetograms il lustrated in 
Fig. 31 are similar to those shown in Fig. 30 . In this example of .June 29-30, 
1967, it is also found that the pulsative magnetic variations occurred repreatedly 
at a higher latitude station, Plateau, while the magnetic disturbance at lower 
latitude stations, Mawson and Syowa, are to be the bay-shape without such 
large fluctuations. 

Judging from the above mentioned facts, it may be concluded that the post
breakup magnetic disturbances are closely related to the breakup ones in the 
higher latitudes and that the pulsative or the bay-shape magnetic disturbances 
with a sharp drop is caused by the poleward traveling of the breakup type 
auroras, while the bay disturbances with the gradual decrease are originated 
in the equatorward expansions of post-breakup type auroras which results in 
the breakup event in the higher latitudes. 
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6. Auroral Appearances Preceding the Onset of Auroral Breakup 

The diurnal tendency of the auroral appearance in the po lar region has been 
investiga ted in detail by many research workers. When we observe auroras at 
a station located at a geomagnetic la titude, <Pm = 70 ° -65 ° (in the so-called 
aurora l zone), the auroral glows appear above the poleward horizon of the observ
ing station in the evening hours ( 18 h-20 h LT). As the nighttime progresses , 
the auroral glows become the homogeneous arcs or bands. Towards the local 
midnight, the active region of the aurora shifts towards the low latitudes and 
var ious types of the aurora are observable (HEPPNER, 1 954). 

A similar diurnal tendency is found also in the meridian-time diagram of 
aurora l luminosity obtained a t  Syowa Sta tion. In the middle diagram of F ig. 
32A (on July 10- 1 1 , 1 967), faint auroras appear on the po le side of Syowa 
Station at 20 h--2 1 h. They spread towards the equator , cover the zenith of the 
observing station at 22 h 30 m and reach up to the north hor izon at about 23 h. 
Af ter 23 h, the auroras are vis ible from the north to the south of the station. 
Between 00 h 40 m and 02 h 00 m, an auroral substorm occurs. Within several 
minutes after the onset of a storm, the active auroras w ith an intense luminos ity 
spread and blanket the sky. A s imilar diurnal tendency is found also in the 
other data shown in Fig. 32A and B. 

I t  should also be noted in the auroral diagrams shown in Fig. 32 that the 
auroral agitations with the intensity of about several kR (in 4278 A) in luminosity 
were observable, preceding the onset of auroral breakup (the onset time of 
auroral breakups at Syowa Station is indicated by the arrow marks in each 
diagram). In other words , it is extremely rare for the auroral breakup event 
to occur without any auroral appearances before it. In this section , let us 
examine the auroral behavior prior to the breakup phase. 

6.1. Auroral agitations before breakup 
6. 1 . 1 .  Event on July 6, 1967 

As seen in the auroral diagram shown in Fig. 33, a breakup type aurora 
brightened and its rapid poleward expansion occurred a t  22 h 09 m on July 6, 
1 967. This is the onset of an auroral breakup at  Syowa Station. Precedent to 
this breakup event,  an increase of auroral activities was observed from about 
2 1  h 40 m ,  and the definite equatorward motions of the auroral bands or arcs 
occurred in the period from 22 h 46 m to 55 m and from 22 h O l m to 09 m .  
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Fig. 33. Example of auroral activati ons before breakup on July 6, 1967. 
From top to bottom: (1) Magnetic I-I-component at Mawson 
( geomag. lat. 73.l ° S, long. 102.9°) .  (2) Al l-sky camer a data 
at Mawson. (3) Meridi an-ti me diagram of A 4278A au rora 
obtained at Syowa Station (geomag. lat. 69 .6° S, long. 77. 1° ) .  
Contour; " 1" correspond, to 1 kR. (4) Magnetic H-comjJonent 
at Sy owa Station. 

These auroral displays are considered to be the auroral agitations before a 
breakup. Meanwhile, the magnetic H-component variation and the all-sky camera 
data observed at a higher latitude station, Mawson , exhibited the occurrence of 
the breakup event ; a sharp drop of about 350 r in the magnetic H-component 
and the poleward traveling of breakup type aurora. Judging from these observed 
facts, it would be reasonable to consider that the auroral agitations before the 
breakup at Syowa Station in this case are the results of equatorward expansion 
of the post-breakup type auroras produced by the breakup event in the higher 
latitudes .  
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Fig.  34 .  Example of auroral activations before breakup on July 4-5, 1967. 
From top to bottom: (1) Magnetogram at Mawson (geomag. 
lat. 73.1 °S, long. 102.9°) .  (2) Ali-sky camera data at Mawson. 
(3) Magnetogram at Syowa Station (geomag. lat. 69.6°S, long. 
77.1 °) .  (4) Meridian-time diagram obtained at Syowa Station . 
Contour; "l" corresponds to lkR for the upper diagram and 
0. 3kR for the bottom one. 

45 
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6.1 .2. Event on July 4-5, 1967 
The auroral diagram in Fig. 34 shows an occurrence of the auroral breakup 

event around 21 h 30 m on June 4, 1 967 at Syowa Station. Precedent to this 
breakup,  the auroral active region began to expand around 16 h 30 m towards 
th e low latitude from the high lat i tudes, and the defin ite equatorwa rd movements 
of auroral arcs or bands were observed especia lly from 1 7  h 30 m to 18 h 54 m ,  as 
seen in the bottom of Fig .  34. During the period when the act ivations of aurora 
were observable at Syowa (from l G  h 30 m to 20 h 00 m) prior to the breakup , the 
magnetic I-I-component at Mawson showed successive pulse-l ike disturbances with 
the amplitude of about 1 00- 150 r, accompanied by the similar fluctuations in 
magnetic D-component . The all-sky camera data at Mawson during this period 
i l lustrate the blanketing over the sky of the intense auroras, corresponding to 
the magnetic pulse-like fluctuations .  These may indicate the auroral breakups 
occurred successively around Mawson Station in the period from 16  h 30 m to 
20 h 00 m. Therefore , the auroral agitations preceding the breakup at Syowa 
(around 2 1  h 30 m) is the equa torward expansion of post-breakup type auroras 
resulting from the breakup events in the higher lat itudes .  

H l 1sh 17h 1sh 19h 20h 2111 22h 23h 

2r.f 

�UclJt.�r 
Onset of auror&l lirnakup at Syowa 

l �se .... pt_.2-,------, 
'I 
ii'.1 

AURORA 

Fig. 35. Exa mj;le of auroral a ctiuatinns 
b efore breakujJ on Sep t. 1 ,  1967. 
From to/1 to b ottom: (1) Magneto
gram at Mawson ( geoma g. lat. 
73.1 °S, long. 1 02.9° ) .  (2) Magn e
tngra m at S)' owa Station ( geomag. 
l at. 69 .6°S, long. 77.1 ° ) .  ( 3) 
Meridi an-tim e diagram of). 4278A 
ob ta i n ed at S)' owa Sta tion .  Con
tour; " l "  corres/10nds to 1 kR . 
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6. 1 .3. Event of September 1, 1967 
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The auroral diagram and the simultaneous magnetograms illustrated in Fig. 
35 are similar to those shown in Fig. 34 . In this example of September 1 ,  1 967, 
an auroral active region with intensity of several kR (4278 A) began to expand 
towards the equator around 19 h and reached the equator side horizon of Syowa 
at 2 1  h, preceding the onset of the auroral breakup around 23 h at Syowa. In 
this period (from 1 9  h to 23 h) , the magnetic variation at Mawson showed that 
successive bay-like disturbances with the amplitude of about 200 r occurred 
during the period from 1 9  h to 20 h, from 2 1  h to 2 1  h 20 m and from 22 h to 23 h, 
respectively. Hence, the auroral agitations preceding the breakup at Syowa 
would also be the post-breakup type auroras produced ,by the breakup in the 
pole side of the observing station. 
6.2; Auroral display during the so-called growth phase of polar substorms 

Recent research works have revealed that the polar substorms have a signifi
cant growth phase when the energy for the substorm is stored in the magneto
tail. The growth phase is characterized by various kinds of coherent event ;  
the substorm is  preceded by the southward turning of the solar wind magnetic field 
direction from the northward direction (lIJIMA, 1 968; RosTOKER, 1 968; HIRSHBERG and 
COLBURN, 1969; AUBRY et al. , 1 970; lrJIMA and NAGATA, 1 970; ARNOLDY, 1 97 1 ;  
KOKUBUN, 1 97 1 ), an increase of the magnetic field in the magnetotail (FAIRFIELD 
and NEss, 1970; CAMIDGE and RosTOKER, 1 970; RussEL et al. , 1970; AuBRY and 
McPHERRON, 1 97 1 �  lrJIMA and NAGATA, 197 1 ) ,  a thining of the plasma sheet at 
the distance of 18 Re (HONES et al. , 1 97 1 ) , an inward movement of the inner 
edge of plasma sheet (VAsYLIUNAs, 1968), an enhancement of the polar two-vortex 
current system (DP-2 field) indicating a growth of the magnetospheric convec
tion of low energy plasma (lIJIMA, 1 968; lrJIMA et al. , 1968 ; lIJIMA and NAGATA, 
1 970; KOKUBUN, 1 97 1 ) ,  a gradual enhancement of the polar westward current 
flow and the development of its associated magnetic variation (McPHERRON, 1970), 
a trigger bay-disturbance (RosTOKER, 1968) and others. 

On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the auroral display, AKASOFU ( 1 968) 
concluded that there is no visible auroral indication of the growth phase of a 
polar substorm. It should also be noted, as illustrated previously, that the 
auroral activations before the breakup phase can not always be identified as a 
precursor phenomenon of a breakup of an isolated auroral substorm, but it may 
be identified as a part of the post:-breakup type auroras of another auroral sub
storm which has broken up previously at a certain higher latitude. The ques
tion whether the auroral substorm takes place with some precursory auroral 
phenomenon or not should be regarded still pending. 

In this section, this problem will be further investigated. 
6.2.1.  Event on Ju{y 10-11,  1967 

The auroral diagram obtained at Syowa is shown in Fig. 36 together with 
the simultaneous magnetic H-components at 1 5  polar stations in the southern 
(9 stations) and the northern (6 stations) hemispheres. It may be observed in 
the auroral diagram and the magnetic H-component at Syowa Station that an 
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Fig. 36. Example of auroral activation 
before breakup on July 10-11 ,  
1967. From tojJ to bottom: (]) 
Magnetic H-components at polar 
cap stati ons, Du mon t d' Urville 
Base(geomag. lat. - 75 .5 ° , long. 
230 .9° ) ,  Scott Base ( - 79 .0° , 
294 .4 °) ,  Sou th Pole (- 78.5 ° , 
0 .3°) ,  Plateau (- 77.2° , 52.5 ° ) ,  
Mirny (- 77.0° , 146. 8°) .  (2) 

Meridian- time diagram obt ained 
at Sy owa Station. Contou r; "l" 
correspondJ to 1 kR. (3) Magne
tic H-components at auroral 
zone stations, Syowa Station 
(geomag. lat. -69.7° , long. 
77.1 °) ,Molodezhnay a  (- 69.5° , 
98 .9 ° ) ,  Mawson ( -73 . 1  ° ,  

103.4°) ,  Tromso (67.0 ° , 
117.5 °) ,  Kzru na (65 . 3° , 
115.7°) ,  Dixson (63.0° , 
161 .4 °) ,  Cape Chelyu fkin 
(65 .9° , 177.5'') , Point Barrow 
(68.6° , 241 .2) , Chu rchzll(68.6° , 
322 .6°) ,  Byrd Station ( - 70 .6° 

336 .3° ) .  
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aurora,! breakup occurred at OOtr 40 m on July 11, 1967 (cf. Fig. 16). Preceding 
this breakup event, the activations of auroras were observed at the polar side 
of the observing station. They began to spread towards the equator from 
22 h, covered the zenith of Syowa at 22 h 30 m and reached up to the northern 
horizon at about 23 h. During the period between 22 h 00 m and 00 h 40 m when 
the auroral activation before the breakup event are observable at Syowa, the 
magnetic disturbance with a rapid decrease of about 100-200 r amplitude occur
red around 22 h-23 h at Mawson and Tromso which are located at about 2 hours 
midnight side of Syowa Station. It seems very likely therefore that the auroral 
activation before the breakup at Syowa in this example is also part of the post
breakup type auroras of another auroral breakup in a certain area. 

On the other hand, however, lIJIMA and NAGATA (1971) have concluded from 
an investigation based on the data of PCM, AU, AL, Dst indices on the ground 
and the magnetotail magnetic field observed by the Explorer 33 that the period 
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Fig. 37. Example of the growth phase of a pol ar 
su bstorm on July 1 0-11, 1967. From top 
to bottom: (]) Boreal PCM to represent the 
strength of DP2 field in the northe rn polar 
cap . (2) Boreal A U  to represent the positive 
magnetic distu rbances in the northern polar 
region. (3) Austral AL to re present the 
negative magnetic distu rbances in the sou thern 
polar region. (4) Dst to represent the sym
metric component of e qu atorial ring cu rrent. 
(5) A mplitude and phase of the first har
monic of asymmetric component of equ atorial 
ring cu rre nt, whe re phase= 12h means the 
sou thward maximu m of the asymmetri c field 
at the midnight. (6) Tail magnetic field at 
the near- pla sma shee t  region z n  the distant 
tail by Explorer 33 (A fter /I]IMA a nd 
NAGATA ,  1971) . 
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Fig. 38 .  Example of  the  auro ral display s  befor e an auro ral breakup on 
July 11 , 1967. Fro m top to  botto m: ( J )  Ho rizontal co mjJon ent 
at Mawson  (geo mag. lat . -73. J US, lo11 g. 102.2l)) .  (2) A ll-sky 
camera dat a obtain ed  at Mawson (fro m 23h 54m to 00/z 09m 
an d fro m OO!t47m to 54m) . (3) Meridian -time diagram of 
4278A au1 o rn o btained al SJ'OWa St ation ( gco mag. lat . G9.6°S, 
lon g. 77.1 ° ) .  Conto u1 ; "I" correspo nds to l kR. (4) All-sky camera 
dat a obt ained at Syowa. (5) Ho rizont al compon en t at Syowa. 
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between 23 h 30 m and 00 h 40 m on July 10-1 1, 1967, can be considered to be 
the growth phase for the subsequent typical auroral breakup observed at 00 h 
40 m on July 11, while, from 22 h 30 m to 23 h 30 m, a weak substorm is seen on 
the ground and at the tail (As seen in the bottom of Fig. 37, the tail field 
magnitude collapsed in the period between 22 h 30 m and 23 h 30 m, but it re
covered and augumented beyond the quiet value of severeal gammas at about 
23 h 30 m. This condition lasted till 00 h 40 m on July 1 1  and the subsequent 
collapse of the tail field was associated with the main ground substorm). The 
purpose of the following study is to see what auroral displays are appearing in 
the southern polar region during lrJIMA and NAGATA's growth phase of the polar 
substorm on July 10- 11, 1967. Fig. 38 shows an enlarged auroral diagram (with 
respect to the ordinate, a function of time) at Syowa together with the simul
taneous magnetic H-component and the all-sky camera data obtained at Syowa 
and Mawson Station. In the auroral diagram shown in the middle of Fig. 38, 
the auroras with the intensity of several kR began to appear around 22 h 10 m 
at the pole side of the observing station, Syowa, and this auroral activated 
area showed a gradual expansion toward the lower latitude. In this period 
(between 22 h 10 m and 23 h 00 m), a magnetic negative bay disturbance with 
amplitude of about 200 r was observed at a higher latitude station, Mawson. 
Therefore, we may conclude that the auroral appearance at Syowa in this 
interval was a part of the post-breakup type aurora which resulted from the 
breakup event in the higher latitude. 

During IIJIMA and NAGATA's growth phase (from 23 h 30 m on July 10 to 
00 h 40 m on July 1 1), a discrete auroral arc suddenly brightened around 23 h 30 m 
at the pole side of Syowa and began to show the equatorward movement at 
23 h 50 m, as shown in the auroral diagram. This auroral display is also seen in 
the simultaneous all-sky camera photographs obtained at Syowa. In this interval 
when the auroral arc showed its equatorward movement around Syowa (from 
23 h 50 m to 00 h 10 m), no visual auroras are observable at the higher latitude 
station, Mawson, as is illustrated by the all-sky camera data, and no marked 
rapid magnetic disturbance occurred at the 15 polar cap and auroral zone sta
tions shown in Fig. 36 . It may be reasonably considered, therefore, that a 
discrete auroral arc observed at Syowa in the period between 23 h 30 m and 00 h 
10 m is not a part of the post-breakup type auroras, but it is the aurora owing 
to the growth mechanism of a polar substorm. 
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7 .  Geophysical Phenomena A�soci ated with Aurora l  
and Magnetic Substorm 

In this section, we shal l  examine the occurrence tendencies of polar upper 
atmospheric phenomena, such as geomagnetic pulsations, VLF emissions and cosmic 
noise absorptions (CNA) from the viewpoint that a polar substorm consists of the 
breakup and the post-breakup phases. 

7.1. General characteristics of geophysical phenomena 
I t  has been noted that the geomagnetic pulsations of Pi type are associated 

with the auroral and magnetic substorms. The wave forms of irregular pulsations 
associated with the breakup phase of a polar substorm are c learly different from 
those during the post-breakup phase, as already pointed out by HEACOCK ( 1 967). 
According to HEACOCK 's terminology, Pi bursts (PiB) are observed in the breakup 
phase , while PiC pulsations are emitted in the post-breakup phase (cf. Fig. 39) . 

MAY 1 7 , 1 9 6 7 

\ 2 1 0  r 

H - c om p  

Fig . 39 . Ex ample of PiB and PzC geomag netic puls ation.1 
ob ,erved at Sy owa Statum. 
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Fig. 41 . Aver age power spec trum 
of 56 examples of PiB 
geomagne tic puls ations 
observed at Syowa Station, 
The dotted line represents 
the spec trum of 1- 2• 

Two examples of the dynamic spectrum of PiB pulsations are shown in Fig. 40. 
Their spectra are of nearly a random noise type which is expressed as proportional 
to J-2 , where f represents frequency. However, there is a dominant spectral peak 
around 5 sec in period superimposed on a falling spectrum of J-2 • Such a spectral 
form of PiH pulsations is also confirmed by the average power spectrum of 56 
examples of PiB pulsations shown in Fig. 41. On the other hand, the individual 
and ayerage spectra of PiC pulsations illustrated in Figs. 42 and 43, suggest a 
difference in characteristics between the dynamic spectrum of PiC and that of PiB 
pulsations ; Namely, the spectrum of PiC also is approximately a random noise 
type as J-2 , similar to that of PiB, but the dominant spectral peak in PiC is found 
around 10 -- 8  sec in period which is about twice longer than that of PiB . It has 
also been noted that PiC pulsations have a good correlation with the auroral 
pulsations (CHAMPBELL, 1960) and a one-to-one correspondence is found between 
PiC and X-Ray fluctuations (McPHERRON et al. , 1968). 

It has already been established (WATTS, 1957; ELLIS, 1957, 1959 ; MoROZUMr, 
1965, 1967; HARANG et al. , 1967; KAMINUMA and HIRASAWA, 1969) that the atmos
pheric radio noise at kilocycle frequencies is closely associated with strong auroras 
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Fig. 43. A verage power spectru m 
of 72 ex amples of PiC 
geomagnetic pu lsations 
observed at Syowa Statio n. 
The dotted line respre) ents 
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(au ro1 al h iss) (cf. Fig. 44  A and B) .  Fig. 45 1 cpresents an example of the VLF 
auroral hiss (2kHz and 4kHz bands) whose strong emissions arc associated with 
the typical breakup type aurora event obser ved on June 8, 1957 at Syowa Station . 
In this example, a beautifu l  one-to-one correspondence is observed between the 
intensifications of the auroral hiss emissions and the luminosity fluctuations of the 
breakup aurora. The diurnal variation in occurrence of the auroral hiss of frequency 
of 12 kHz is investigated and i l lustrated in Fig. 46 . This diagram shows that the 
auroral hiss is most frequently observed around midnight ( --22h LT) at a typical 
auroral zone station, such as Syowa. It is noted that this diurnal tendency agrees 
wel l  with that of the breakup type auroras i l lustrated in Fig. 7. These results 
may indicate that the auroral VLF hiss is certainly caused by the precipitating 
electrons associated with the breakup type auroras. 

As for the VLF chorus observed at Syowa Station, an extensive report has 
already been published (KOKUBUN et al. , 1969), deal ing mostly with the polar chorus 
which is emitted in the daytime sector in high latitudes. However, the post
breakup auroras in the night sector also are almost always accompanied by the 
chorus type VLF emission. This type of VLF chorus has been noted by MoRo
ZUMI (1965) and 11oROZUMI and H ELLIWELL (1966\ and its characteristics have 
recently been studied in detai l  by HAYASHI and KoKU DUN (1971), it being called 
the auroral chorus. The dynamic spectrum of the auroral chorus consists of fine 
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Fig. 44 A and B. Correlation betweeen the intensity of auroral hiss and the luminosity of the auroral 
arc obtained at Syowa Station. The form of the arc is also shown. E (geomagnetic 
east) and WSW (west-south-west) indicate camera direction. 

discrete-risers of 0 .1-0.3 sec in duration and a very weak hiss background .  These 
risers appear in the form of a group of several seconds in duration, and such 
groups take place intermittently at an interval from several to ten seconds. 

The breakup type aurora is associated simultaneously with a sharp cosmic 
noise absorption (CNA) phenomenon also, as shown in Figs . 47 A and B. The 
post-breakup phase also i s  accompanied by the CNA phenomena of smaller magni
tude, and each intensification in the post-breakup aurora and the post-breakup 
magnetic disturbance corresponds to a peak of CNA. Studies on the auroral CNA 
phenomena have been made in some detail by many research workers (e.g. LITTLE 

and LEINBACH, 1958 ; HoLT and 0MHOLT, 1 962) and their results have been well 
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Fig.  46. Di urn al v arzotio n zu the o cw rrence j1 equen cy of 12klf:::_ 
auroral h zJJ  em iss ion  at Syowa Statio n. 
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Fig. 47 A and B. Examples of cosmic noise absorption (CNA) associated 

with the breakup type aurora . 

summarized by AKASOFU (1968) under the subject of "ionospheric substorm" .  The 
present result about the auroral CNA has nearly the same characteristics as those 
in AKASOFU's works. 

(The details of characteristics of the polar geophysical phenomena associated 
with the auroral substorm obtained in the present study are discussed in another 
report which will be published in the near future) . 

7 .2. Occurrences of geophysical phenomena in the course of a polar substorm 
Simultaneous data of the magnetogram CH-component) , the meridian-time 

auroral diagram, CNA, VLF hiss (4kHz and 12kHz bands), VLF chorus (750Hz 
band), geomagnetic micropulsations and auroral luminosity variations in zenith on 
July 11, 1967 are summarized in Fig. 48 for the purpose of correlating the occur
rence characteristics of various polar upper atmospheric phenomena in the course 
of an auroral and magnetic substorm. The diagram of this kind will be called 
"correlation chart of polar geophysical phenomena" (The chart for the selected 
6 nights are given in Appendix of this report) . In the auroral diagram in the 
second of Fig. 48, we find the successive poleward movements of two breakup 
auroras during the breakup phase of an auroral substorm (from OOh 30 m to 52 m). 
Corresponding to these breakup auroral events, the sharp variations of the magnetic 
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Fig. 48. Exnmple of nuroral and magnetic substorm and associated phenomena from top to  
bottom: (I) Horizontal component of magnetogram .  (2) Meridian-t ime diagram of A 
4278A. auroras. (3) CNA .  (4) Intensity of VLF hiss emission (j = 4kHz) . (5) 
Intensity of VLF hiss emissions (f = 12kH::.) .  (C ) Inten,ity of VLF c!torw, emission 
(f== 750IL::) . (7) Amplztude of geomagnetic j111lsat io11 1 .  (8) Amplitude of aurora/ 
pulsation in the zenzth (All observed at Syowa Stat ion) . 
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Fig. 49. Example of auroral and magnetic substorm and associated phenomena from top 
to bottom: (I ) Horizontal component of magnetogram. (2)Meridian- time diagram 
of A 4278.A auroras. (3) CNA . (4 ) Intensity of VLF hiss emission (f=4kHz ) .  
(5) Intensity of VLF hiss emissions (f= 12kHz ) .  (6) Intensity of VLF chorus 
e mission (f = 7 50Hz ) .  (7 ) A mplitude of geomagnetic pulsations. ( 8 ) A mplitude 
of auroral pulsa tion in the z enith (A ll obs e rved at Syow a Sta tion) . 
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H-componcnt and CNA, geomagnetic Pill pulsations and the burst intcnsif1cations 
of the zenith auroral luminosity arc observed . Auroral VLF hi'>s is em itted con
tinuously during the breakup phase . 

After the breakup type aurora had passed away towards the pole, the post
breakup phase at Syowa Station began and continued ti l l  about 03h OOm . During 
this period, the auroral chorus, the geomagnetic pulsations PiC and the pulsating 
fluctuations of the zenith auroral luminosity were almost continuously observed, 
while the auroral hiss d isappeared entirely. 

Another corre lation diagram of the polar geophysical phenomena on Sept. 1, 
1967 is g iven in Fig. 49. The simi lar occurrence tendencies to those shown in Fig. 
48 are detectable in the corre lation chart of Fig. 49 also ; Namely, the sharp 
pulsat ive variations of the magnetic H-component and CNA, auroral hiss, geo
magnetic pulsations PiB, burst intensifications of auroral luminosity in zenith during 
the breakup phase, whereas the gradual variations of magnetic I-I-component and 
CNA in assoc iation with the activity of the post-breakup type auroras, auroral 
chorus, geomagnetic pulsation PiC and auroral pulsations . 

.J udging from the above-mentioned observed facts, it may be concluded that 
the breakup of auroral and magnetic substorm is simultaneously accompanied by 
the sharp CN A, the auroral hiss and the PiB type of geomagnetic pulsations.  On 
the other hand, the post-breakup phase is  characterized by the gradual variation 
of CNA, the auroral chorus, the PiC type of geomagnetic pulsations and the 
pulsating fluctuation s of the auroral luminos ity. 
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8. Discussion and Summary 

8.1. Constitution of an auroral substorm 
A time sequence of an auroral substorm phenomenon has been divided into 

three phases, namely (i) the pre-breakup (ii) the breakup and (iii) the post-breakup 
phases (e.g. AKASOFU, 1968). The result of the present studies on the auroral sub
storm strongly supports the concept of the breakup and the post-breakup phases 
(cf. Section 3). Phenomenologically, the present authors also have noticed a certain 
kind of auroral agitations precedent to an auroral breakup, but they have not yet 
been able to conclude whether this apparent pre-breakup aurora is a precursor 
phenomenon (the indication of the energy storage in the magnetosphere) of an 
isolated auroral substorm or a part of the post-breakup type aurora of another 
auroral substorm which broke up previously in a certain higher latitude. Although 
we could find in the previous section an auroral phenomenon which is very likely 
due to the growth mechanism of a polar substorm, this question should be regarded 
still pending, because extensive studies on this problem dependent on time as well 
as on space have not yet been completed . 

8.2. Breakup type aurora 
In the present study, the following characteristics of the breakup type aurora 

are noted : 
(1) An enhanced auroral arc or band with the discrete structure lying quietly 

along the geomagnetic east-west direction (pre-stage, B l -stage) for a while precedes 
the main stage which is characterized by a rapid poleward movement with the 
increasing brightness (main stage, B2-stage). 

(2) The breakup type auroras are most frequently observed around the mid
night (from 23-24h, Geomag. LT) at the typical auroral zone station. It is also 
noted that their occurrences are less frequent in the morning than in the evening 
hours and no breakup type aurora are observable after 02h LT. 

(3) The duration of their B l -stage is shortest around midnight (about 2 min) 
and longest at the dusk side (about 25 min) . This fact may indicate that their 
poleward movement begins from the midnight sector and propagates towards the 
dusk. 

(4) The duration of the B2-stage ranges from 5 to 30 min, the median value 
being IO min or so. 

(5) The speed of their poleward movements ranges mostly from 0.5 to 1.5 km/s, 
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the median value being 1 km/s. 
(6) During the course of an auroral substorm, one or more breakup type 

auroras often appear in the night sector of the auroral oval. 
AKASOFU ( 1964, 1968) has shown the growth and decay of a model auroral 

substorm based on the extensive investigations of the al l-sky camera data obtained 
at widely d istributed polar stations. His concept of' the auroral substorm is as 
fol lows: the first indicat ion of the suhstorm is a sudden brightening of one of the 
qu iet arcs lying in the midnight sector of the oval. In most cases, the brightening 
of an arc is followed by i ts rapid poleward motion, resulting in an 'auroral buldge' 
around the midnight sector. As the auroral substorm progresses, the bulge expands 
in a l l  directions. In the evening side of the expanding bulge, a large-scale fold 
appears which travels rapidly ,-vestward along an arc ; namely forming the westward 
traveling surge. 

AKASOFu 's concept of the auroral substorm gives a fairly good agreement with 
our result concerning the breakup type aurora, i f  we could consider that the breakup 
type aurora d iscussed in  the present study con tains, phenomenologically, AKASOFu's 
sudden brightening of an arc, its rapid poleward motion resulting in  an 'auroral bulge' 
and the westward travel ing surge. OcuTI ( 1969) has i llustrated also the simi lar pole
ward shi ft of the narrow, westward electric current filament associated with the active 
aurora (the average speed of about GOO m/s), from his analysis of "Magnetic spikes' ' 
which appear on the evening side in  the region from the auroral zone to 80° 

geomagnetic lat i tude.  
An attem pt is made to draw the schematic diagram to show the space-time 

development  of a breakup typt> aurora, based on its statistical characteristics ob-

DEVELOPMENT OF BREAKUP TYPE AURORA 

DUSI< 

NIGHT 

Fig. 50. Sche mati c di ag ram showing the s/1 are- time development of a 
breakup type auror a, view from the sou th geomagnetic pole a 
few e arth radii above the ionosphere . 
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tained in the present study and ref erred also to AKASOFU and Ocun's concepts. 
Fig. 50 shows the growth and decay of a model breakup type aurora . 

8.3. Elemental auroral substorm 
As is clearly illustrated in Section 5. 1 . , the "breakup" and the "post-breakup 

type aurora" compose a pair event. We may call the pair of "breakup type 
aurora" on the poleward side border and the "post-breakup type aurora" expand
ing equatorwards from the edge of "breakup type aurora" as "an elemental auroral 
substorm". In actual cases, the so-called auroral substorm consists of the spatial 
and temporal summation of several "elemental auroral substorms", as schematically 
illustrated in the bottom of the left figure of F ig. 5 1 .  

MIDNIGHT 

Formation of the Auroral Substorm 
in the Night 

in the Southern Polar Region 

AEJ=AEJ-1 +AEJ-2 
Auroral Electro Jet 

Fig. 51 . Schematic representation of the structure of the auroral substorm and of the auroral electro jet . 
Left top; Form and movement of a breakup type aurora. 
Left middle : Form and movement of a post-breakup type aurora. 
Left bottom : Structure of auroras at an instant t ime in the polar regions (multi-

appearance of the elemental auroral substorms) . 
Right top: Electric current of AEJ-1 and magnetic field-aligned current. 
Right middle: Electric current of AEJ-2. 
Right bottom: Electric current systems corresponding to the left side structure 

of auroras . 
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8.4. Breakup and post-breakup magnetic disturbances 
As is discussed in detai l in Sections 4 and 5 ,  magnetic variations associated 

with the auroras can be d ivided into two types, namely (1) the breakup magnetic 
disturbance which is originated in the sudden intensification and the rapid poleward 
movement of the breakup type aurora and shows the transient or the pulsative 
variation with the duration of about 10-20 min and (2) the post-breakup magnetic 
disturbance which shows the gradual development and decay in accord with the 
activities of the post-breakup type auroras. 

Some examples of the schematic typical magnetic substorm (H-component) 
which is frequently observed in  the polar observatories are reproduced on the left 
hand of F ig .  52. In the top of the figure, the magnetic substorm which occurs 
around the evening hours at the typical auroral zone station is i l lustrated .  In  this 
case, the phenomenological characteristics may be described as fol lows : a breakup 
type aurora suddenly br ightens near the zenith or at the sl ightly poleward side 
of the observing station and shows a rapid poleward motion. This breakup 
aw oral d isplay causes the negative H-component variation at first and then the 
rapid positive one in association with the auroral poleward movement (breakup 

3 

4 

Magnetic Substorrn 
H-CoMp. 

Breakup Magnetic disturbance 
(AEJ-1 ) sohd l111e 

and 
Post breakup Magnetic disturbance 

(AEJ-2) dotted line 

�= 

··· -i.:7· -
··...... , .. �/ 

Fig.  52. Schematic illus tration of the constitu tion 
�f th e typical magnetic su bstorm. 
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magnetic disturbance). Thereafter, the post-breakup type auroras cover gradually 
over the wide area. The magnetic disturbance develops and decays in accordance 
with this auroral activity (the post-breakup magnetic disturbance). The bay-shape 
magnetic substorm shown in the second of the left in Fig. 52 is frequently observ
able around the midnight sector. In this case, the breakup type aurora starts 
from the equator side of the observing station, passes over the zenith and propa
gates away towards the pole. The magnetic variation shows a sharp drop in the 
H-component at first and then tends towards the positive in association with this 
breakup auroral display (the breakup magnetic disturbance). Thereafter, the post
breakup magnetic disturbance gradually develops in proportion to the activation 

of the post-breakup type auroras. The third of F ig. 52 represents an example 
of the magnetic substorm which is caused mainly by the post-breakup type aurora 
with a slight effect of the breakup type aurora in the pole side far from the observing 
point .  The magnetic substorms of this type are more frequently observed in the 
dawn than in the dusk hours. The bottom example in Fig. 52 shows the magnetic 
substorm during which several breakup type auroras occur successively near the 
observing area. 

As mentioned above , the magnetic substorms shown on the left of Fig. 52 are 
considered to consist of the "breakup" (solid line) and the "post-breakup magnetic 
disturbance" (dotted line), such as illustrated in the right. One may express 
therefore the structure of a magnetic substorm observed at a station in or near 
the auroral zone by the following diagram : 

Magnetic substorm I I Breakup magnetic I 
+ 
I Post-b�eakup magnetic I disturbance disturbance 

---- -- - - -- -

8.5. Current flow associated with aurora. Auroral electrojet (AEJ) 
As previously described in Section 4.2. , the auroral electro jet associated with 

a breakup type aurora (AEJ-1) would be the three-dimensional current flow, 
such as shown in the top of the right figure in Fig. 51. The rapid poleward 
motion of AEJ-1 causes a sharp pulsative magnetic variation (the breakup magnetic 
disturbance, cf. Section 8.4. ) .  

A number of observed facts seem to suggest a difference in characteristics 
between the electrojet associated with the breakup type aurora (AEJ-1) and that 
with thS post-breakup type aurora (AEJ-2) . Namely, the horizontal magnetic 
vector (H) considerably changes its direction during the breakup phase, while it 
points quietly southward (overhead current westward) during the post-breakup 
phase. The auroral electrojet during the latter phase is represented mostly by a 
quasi-steady westward electrojet, which is accompanied by a diffused surface or 
rays of comparatively weak auroras and which is extended throughout the geo
magnetic meridional width of 10 ° --20° . It seems likely therefore that the post
breakup type auroral elcctrojet is mostly due to the steady current flow through 
the high electrical conductive area continuously ionized by the post-breakup au
roral particles. The motive electric field for this current would be the large scale 
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field given over the entire polar region, such as the dawn-dusk electric field ; (SP
field or DP-2 field) . The middle of the right figure in Fig. 5 1  is a schematic 
figure of such a post-breakup type auroral area and the associated auroral electro
jet (AEJ -2) . 

The bottom of the right side of F ig. 5 1  represents the electric current systems 
which correspond to the multi-occurrence of the elemental auroral substorms. As 
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Fig, 53. Schematic summary ofjJolar substorms and associated phenomena from top to bottom: 
(1) Horizontal geomagetic variation at higher latitudes . (2) Meridian-time diagram 
of auroras at an auroral zone station. (3) Horizontal geomagnetic variation at a 
station same as (2) . ( 4) C NA observed at a station same as (2) . (5) Intensity 
of VLF hiss observed at a station same as (2) . (6) Intensity of VLF chorus 
observed at a stat ion same as (2) . (7 ) Geomagnetic pulsations observed at a 
station same as (2) . (8) Intensity of aurora at the zenith of a station same as (2) . 
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illustrated in this figure, the auroral electro jet responsible for the polar substorm 
may be expressed by the following diagram. 

Westward AEJ 
during the magnetic 

substorm 

AEJ- 1  
associated with + 

breakup type auroras 

AEJ-2 
associated with post
breakup type auroras 

8.6. Summary of polar substorm and associated phenomena 
The relationships among the polar geophysical phenomena associated with 

the polar substorm are summarized in the following table, which have been 
obtained based on the various kinds of the observational facts in the present study. 

Breakup phase of polar Post-breaku p phase of 
substorm polar substorm 

Aurora Breakup type aurora Post-breakup type aurora 

Geomagnetism Baeakup magnetic disturbance Post-breakup magnetic 
disturbance 

Auroral electrojet AEJ- 1 (westward) AEJ-2 (westward) 

Geomagnetic pulsations PiB (auroral zone Pi 2) PiC (auroral zone Pi 1 )  

VLF emission Auroral hiss Auroral chorus 

Cosmic noise absorption Sharp CNA Broad CNA 

In Fig. 53, a schematic summary of polar substorms and associaterl pheno
mena is represented. 
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APPENDIX 

Correlation Chart of Polar Geophysical Phenomena 
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Fig. A-I. Example of auroral and manget ic 
variations through a night and associ
ated phenomena from top to bottom: 
(I) Horizontal component of magneto
gram. (2) Meridian-time diagram 
of ). 4278.A auroras. Contour; 
"1" corresponds to lkR. (3) CNA. 
(4) Intensity of VLF hiss emissions 
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proximated intensity of VLF chorus 
emissions ( f= 750Hz) . (7 ) Am
plitude of geomagnetic pulsations . 
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